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DOES UNIVISION ENCOURAGE 
MEXICANS TO COME TO THE USA TO 

RAPE OUR WOMEN?
•

A former Univision host stands accused of raping a girl multiple 
times last year.
Victor Hugo Alvarez-Real, 35, was charged in Arkansas on May 15 for allegedly raping a 7-year-old 
girl multiple times in 2016, 5NEWS reported.

Police issued an arrest warrant for Alvarez-Real on May 25 and have so far been unable to locate him.

A relative of the victim, Barbara Gutierrez, said this entire ordeal had been the most difficult thing she 
has ever experienced because of the pain and suffering of the little girl.

“Because I have to absorb…I have to absorb what she’s going through and take it in myself,” Gutierrez
said. “It’s been the most difficult challenge I’ve ever faced.”

Gutierrez said the local community has reached out and shown a tremendous amount of support but 
that she wants all efforts focused on finding Alvarez-Real.

“We must bring awareness and we must stand up to these people who want to hurt kids and we must 
stop it,” Gutierrez said. “It cannot go on anymore.”

According to 5NEWS, Pinnacle Media LLC/Univision President Gregory Fess said in a statement on 
May 27 that Alvarez-Real left the company earlier this year.

“Pinnacle Media does not take any responsibility for personal actions of former employees,” Fess said.

Univision has had a rough go in recent months after staking out editorial positions against President 
Trump’s presidential campaign in 2016.

In November 2016, Breitbart News reported that Univision was planning on laying off up to 250 
employees after recording a $30.5 million loss in revenues during the third quarter.

WikiLeaks previously revealed that Univision’s owner counseled failed presidential candidate Hillary 
Clinton in her strategy with the Latino community during her 2016 campaign.

Shocking Admission on   Univision  : Obama Policy Led To ...
After several days of silence, Univision finally got around to covering the horrific rape at Rockville 
(Maryland) High School. In so doing, the network aired a ...
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Study Shows   Univision   to Be Single Largest Cause of   Rape   by ...
STUDY SHOWS UNIVISION TO BE SINGLE LARGEST . CAUSE OF RAPE BY IMMIGRANTS 
IN AMERICA By Karen Moss - Stanford University - Univision media is the most ...

   https://londonworldwide.com/study-shows-univision-to-be-single-larges...

Under cover of darkness, female Univision janitors face   rape   and
...
This story is part of Rape on the Night Shift, ... she puts on headphones and effortlessly reads the 
horoscopes or promotes rock en ... female janitors face rape and ...

   https://revealnews.org/article/under-cover-of-darkness-fem

Study Shows Univision to Be Single Largest 
Cause of Rape by ...
Posts about STUDY SHOWS UNIVISION TO BE SINGLE LARGEST CAUSE OF RAPE BY 
IMMIGRANTS IN AMERICA written by Community Publishers Alliance
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By Karen Moss – Stanford University

- Univision media is the most watched network by immigrants

- Univision has brainwashed immigrants into thinking that all women are air-head sex objects with 
Univision’s surgically altered big boob, giant butt, lip injected objectified female hostesses

- Womens rights groups and University groups demand that FCC pull Univision’s broadcasting licenses

- Boycott’s of Univision urged

- Study shows that “Immigrants are being brain washed into coming to America to grab breasts and 
take women sexually whenever they please...”

- Gawker and Gizmodo assets of Univision held up as additional examples of “scum-baggery” at 
Univision

New York and Stanford -  Studies and casual observation prove that Univision relies on the exploitation
of women for it’s bread and butter.









Exploitation of women in mass media - Wikipedia
The exploitation of women in mass media is the use or portrayal of women in the mass media (such as
television, film and advertising) to increase the appeal of media ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploitation_of_women_in_mass_media

Women and Exploitation - California State University ...
Exploitation of Women in Advertising . Advertising is everywhere: the average American consumer 
sees over 3,000 commercials messages each day.

csun.edu/~sm60012/WS_300/OLD Group Projects/Women...

Trafficking for sexual exploitation
Trafficking for sexual exploitation. Poverty, gender-based discrimination and a history of sexual and 
physical violence are all factors that can make women and ...

ungift.org/knowledgehub/about/trafficking-for-sexual...

Undressing Jezebel: The Sexploitation of the Black Woman ...
On the sexual exploitation of black women in the media and society

https://raanetwork.org/exploitation-black-woman/

The United Nations Responses to the Sexual Abuse and ...
The United Nations Responses To The Sexual Abuse And Exploitation Of Women And Girls By 
Peacekeepers During Peacekeeping Missions Muna Ndulo * International law ...
scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1366&context=...
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How Univision's Pornography Fuels Exploitation | The 
Huffington Post
How Pornography Fuels Exploitation. By Ellie Hamalian. 210. ... Porn. It is the first step in the 
process of dehumanizing women to the point of exploitation.

huffingtonpost.com/ellie-hamalian/how-pornography-fuels-

Sexual Exploitation of Women in the Univision Media Essay -- 
Television TV
Sexual Exploitation of Women in the Media Women are sexually exploited in the media. In today's 
society if people watch television programs such as Chingy featuring ...
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